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Abstrat
We present results from a new modelling tehnique whih an aount
for the observed optial/NIR - FIR/submm spetral energy distributions
(SEDs) of normal star-forming galaxies in terms of a minimum num-
ber of essential parameters speifying the star-formation history and
geometrial distribution of stars and dust. The model utilises resolved
optial/NIR images to onstrain the old stellar population and assoi-
ated dust, and geometry-sensitive olour information in the FIR/submm
to onstrain the spatial distributions of young stars and assoiated dust.
It is suessfully applied to the edge-on spirals NGC 891 and NGC 5907.
In both ases the young stellar population powers the bulk of the FIR/sub-
mm emission. The model also aounts for the observed surfae bright-
ness distribution and large-sale radial brightness proles in NGC 891
as determined using the Infrared Spae Observatory (ISO) at 170 &
200 µm and at 850µm using SCUBA.
1 Introdution
Historially, almost all our information about the urrent and past star-
formation properties of galaxies has been based upon spatially integrated
measurements in the ultraviolet (UV), visible and near-infrared (NIR) spe-
tral regimes. However, star-forming galaxies ontain dust whih absorbs some
fration of the emitted starlight, re-radiating it predominantly in the far-
infrared (FIR)/sub-millimeter(submm) range. The true signiane of this
proess even for normal (i.e. non-starburst) galaxies has been revealed by
observations of a representative sample of late-type Virgo luster galaxies with
the ISOPHOT instrument on board the Infrared Spae Observatory (ISO).
These showed the dust emission to typially aount for 50 perent of the bolo-
metri output of these systems, with a spetral peak generally lying between
100 and 250µm (Tus et al. 2002; Popesu et al. 2002).
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In view of this, the measurement of urrent and past star-formation in
galaxies - and indeed of the universe as a whole - requires a quantitative
understanding of the role dierent stellar populations play in powering the
FIR/submm emission. For this both optial and FIR/submm data needs to
be used, as they ontain omplementary information about the distribution
of stars and dust.
On the one hand, optial data probes the olour and spatial distribution
(after orretion for extintion) of the photospheri emission along suiently
transparent lines of sight. This is partiularly useful to investigate older, red-
der stellar populations in galaxian disks with sale heights larger than that
of the dust. On the other hand, grains at as test partiles probing the
strength and olour of ultraviolet (UV)/optial interstellar radiation elds.
This onstitutes an entirely omplementary onstraint to studies of photo-
spheri emission. In the FIR, grains are moreover detetable over almost the
full range of optial depths present in a galaxy. At least part of this regime
is inaessible to diret probes of starlight, espeially at shorter wavelengths,
even for fae-on systems. This partiularly applies to light from young stars
loated in, or lose by, the dust louds from whih they formed, sine a er-
tain fration of the light is loally absorbed. Furthermore, there is at least
a possibility that most of the remaining UV and even blue light from young
stars that an esape into the disk might be absorbed by diuse dust there.
A ombined analysis of the whole UV-optial/FIR/submm spetral energy
distribution (SED) of galaxies seems to be a promising way to onstrain the
problem.
Here we present the results from a new tool for modelling the optial-
FIR/submm SED of galaxies (Popesu et al. 2000b, Misiriotis et al. 2001).
Our model predits the SED as a funtion of intrinsi SFR, star formation
history (from population synthesis alulations) and dust ontent. This tool
inludes solving the radiative-transfer problem for a realisti distribution of
absorbers and emitters, onsidering realisti models for dust (taking into a-
ount the grain-size distribution and stohasti heating of small grains) and
the ontribution of HII regions. The model addresses the fundamental and
ontroversial question of optial thikness in the disk of galaxies and an a-
ount for the detailed UV-optial-FIR-submm SED with an absolute minimum
of independent physial variables, eah strongly onstrained by data.
2 An overview of SED modelling in the litera-
ture
The SED models of galaxies have been built using the tools and results from
previous studies of the key ingredients required by suh models: radiative
transfer odes and dust emission models. Radiative transfer odes were ini-
tially developed to aount for the UV-optial/NIR appearane of galaxies,
their extintion properties, and the role the spatial distribution of stars and
dust play in shaping the SED. These odes used either analytial methods
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(Kylas & Bahall (1987) or Monte Carlo simulations (Witt & Gordon 1996,
2000, Ferrara et al. 1999, Gordon et al. 2001). In parallel, dust models have
been built to model extintion urves and the heating and emission of grains
in dierent environments. These inlude the studies of Mathis et al. (1977),
Draine & Lee (1984), Draine & Anderson (1985), Dwek (1986), Guhathakurta
& Draine (1989), Désert et al. (1990), Laor & Draine (1993), Weingartner &
Draine (2001).
Appliations of suh methods to study the SED of galaxies have been ini-
tiated, as expeted, in the optial/NIR regime. Thus, in their fundamental
work, Kylas & Bahall (1987) applied a radiation transfer modelling teh-
nique to edge-on systems, where the sale height of the stars and dust extin-
tion an be diretly onstrained. The tehnique was subsequently applied on
several edge-on galaxies by Xilouris et al. (1997, 1998, 1999). Radiative trans-
fer odes in ombination with observations of nearby edge-on galaxies were
also used by Ohta & Kodaira (1995), Kuhinski et al. (1998) and Matthews
& Wood (2001).
A further step in the SED modelling was to inlude the FIR-submm spe-
tral regime in the overall analysis. Dierent tools have been proposed starting
with the pioneering works of Xu & Buat (1995) and Xu & Helou (1996). They
used radiative transfer odes for an assumed sandwih onguration of dust
and stars and onsidered in detail the relative ontribution of the non-ionising
UV photons and the optial photons in heating the grains. However, these
alulations did not inorporate a model for the dust grain emission, nor for
radial variations in the absorbed radiation in the disk, and therefore ould
not aount for the shape of the FIR SED.
Reently, there have been several works modelling the SED of galaxies from
the UV to submm, whih onsidered more realisti geometries and dust mod-
els, and whih have started to make use of the new observational data beom-
ing available at longer FIR/submm wavelengths. In parallel with these self-
onsistent models a series of empirial or semi-empirial approahes for mod-
elling the SED from UV to submm wavelengths have been adopted, mainly
for statistial appliations (Devriendt et al. 1999, Dale et al. 2001).
Self onsistent alulations of the SED over the entire spetral range have
been developed slowly, due to the large amount of omputational time required
both for the radiative transfer and for the alulation of the probability dis-
tribution of temperatures of dust grains, espeially of the small grains, whih
undergo large temperature utuations. To this should be added that it is only
now beoming possible to obtain resolved images overing the MIR to FIR
and submm spetral range, even for nearby galaxies. Suh observations are
needed for onstraining SED models. Reent self-onsistent SED modelling
was presented by Silva et al. (1998). They applied photometri and hemial
evolution models of galaxies to explain the SED of both normal and starburst
galaxies. Their model onsiders radiative transfer in both the moleular louds
and in the diuse ISM, and inludes a onsistent treatment of dust emission
and stohasti heating of small grains. It an thus reprodue reasonably well
the SED of the studied galaxies, in both the optial and FIR spetral range
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and is therefore suited to desribe the general shape of the volume-integrated
SED. The model has however more free parameters than the generally avail-
able observational onstraints and the solution obtained may not be unique.
The model is also less adequate in desribing the intrinsi distributions of
stars and dust beause of its simplied geometry. For example the model
does not onsider dierent sale heights and sale lengths for the stellar and
dust distribution. Furthermore, all stellar populations are onstrained to have
the same sale heights, inluding the young stellar population whih is known
to reside in a very thin stellar disk. The radiative transfer is only an approxi-
mation, and is rigorously appliable only to an innite homogeneous medium,
and there is no treatment of anisotropi sattering.
Bianhi et al. (2000) attempted to model NGC 6946 from the UV to FIR
using a 3D Monte Carlo radiative-transfer ode for a simplied geometry of
emitters (a single stellar disk). They onluded that the total FIR output is
onsistent with an optially thik solution. This result should be onsidered
with aution as their model makes a number of simpliations. For example
they did not onsider a size distribution for grains and there is no onsistent
treatment of grain heating and emission. Aordingly, there is no alulation
of stohasti heating for small grains, but rather a MIR orretion alulated
aording to the model of Désert et al. (1990). Furthermore the model did not
onsider the ontribution of loalised soures within star-forming omplexes.
This resulted in a poor t of the FIR SED and a failure to reprodue the
IRAS ux densities.
Several studies have been dediated to modelling the SED of starburst
galaxies. Reent work on modelling the UV to submm emission was pre-
sented by Efstathiou et al. (2000) for starburst galaxies, whih were treated
as an ensemble of optially thik giant moleular louds (GMCs) entrally
illuminated by reently formed stars. The model has a proper treatment of
dust emission, inluding stohasti heating of small grains, and it allows for
the star-forming omplexes to evolve with time, based on a physial model
of the dusty HII region phase and of the supernova phase. The star-forming
omplexes are modelled assuming spherial symmetry, whih, as remarked by
the authors, may not be true in the later stages of the GMC evolution. Also
there is no further transfer of radiation between GMCs, meaning that the
stellar light is not allowed to esape the GMC. The FIR spetrum is tted for
an exponential deaying star formation rate, where the age and time onstant
of the star-burst (or in some ases of two star-bursts) are tted parameters.
This modelling tehnique suessfully reprodued the observed SED of M 82
and NGC 6090, though for the latter ase there is an ambiguity between the
existene of an older burst and a diuse omponent not onsidered in the
model. Obviously this method is suitable for starburst dominated galaxies
and an bring interesting insights into the ages of the stellar populations, but
annot be applied to normal quiesent disk galaxies dominated by emission
from the diuse interstellar radiation eld.
Bekki et al. (2000) studied the time evolution of the SED in starburst
galaxies based on numerial simulations that an analyse simultaneously dy-
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namial and hemial evolution, strutural and kinematial properties. This
method is rather unique and an be used to study mergers, for example, or
other physial proesses related to galaxy formation. The prie to pay for
this omplexity is the quite rudimentary treatment of the radiative transfer
and dust emission: sattering has been negleted from the radiative transfer,
there is no grain size distribution and no treatment of stohasti heating of
small grains. Therefore, their model an be used to indiate trends in the
SED evolution rather than to give quantitative preditions and is suitable for
numerial simulations.
As a general remark, most of the work desribed above has been onen-
trated in tting the volume-integrated emission of the galaxies at dierent
spetral wavelengths and has not been onstrained by morphologial infor-
mation from images. A more robust knowledge of the intrinsi distributions
of stellar populations and dust, and ultimately of the SF history in galaxies
an be gained if also the surfae brightness distribution of optial and even
FIR emission an be analysed. The method we present here onstrains the
problem by using the whole information in the brightness distribution. This
approah has been only used in the optial/NIR regime, by Xilouris et al.
(1997, 1998, 1999). With the ISO and SCUBA data we are now able to make
preditions also for the appearane of the FIR/submm images and ompare
the predited maps with the observed ones. In the future SIRTF observations
will extend knowledge of the FIR morphology in galaxies and will bring new
onstraints for the SED modelling methods.
3 Our model
Star-forming galaxies are fundamentally inhomogeneous, ontaining highly
obsured massive star-formation regions, as well as more extended strutures
harbouring older stellar populations whih may be transparent or have in-
termediate optial depths to starlight. Aordingly, our model divides the
stellar population into an old omponent (onsidered to dominate the out-
put in B-band and longer wavelengths) and a young omponent (onsidered
to dominate the output in the non-ionising UV).
3.1 The old stellar population
The old stellar population is generally observed to have sale heights of sev-
eral hundred p in rotationally supported spiral galaxies, a result whih an be
physially attributed to the inrease of the kineti temperature of stellar pop-
ulations on timesales of order Gyr due to enounters with moleular louds
and/or spiral density waves. This means that the old stellar population an
be onstrained from resolved optial and near-IR images via the modelling
proedure of Xilouris et al. (1999). The proedure uses the tehnique for
solving the radiation transfer equation for diret and multiply sattered light
for arbitrary geometries by Kylas & Bahall (1987).
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For edge-on systems these alulations ompletely determine the sale
heights and lengths of exponential disk representations of the old stars (the
old stellar disk) and assoiated diuse dust (the old dust disk), as well as
a dustless stellar bulge. This proess is feasible for edge-on systems sine the
sale height of the dust is less than that of the stars. For fae-on systems the
sale height annot be xed by the optial data alone, and must be determined
through onsideration of its eet on the FIR SED.
The extintion law of the dust an be diretly determined from the ob-
served optial/near-IR wavelength, sine the alulation is done independently
at eah wavelength. In all ases so far, an extintion law onsistent with that
predited from the graphite/siliate mix of Laor & Draine (1993) and the
a−3.5 grain size distribution of Mathis Rumpl & Nordsiek (1977) has been
found (Xilouris et al. 1999).
3.2 The young stellar population
The young stellar population is also speied by an exponential disk, whih
we shall refer to as the young stellar disk. Invisible in edge-on systems,
its sale height is onstrained to be 90 p (the value for the Milky Way)
and its sale length is equated to that of the old stellar disk in B-band.
The emissivity of the young stellar disk is parameterised in terms of the
urrent star formation rate (SFR) by relating the non-ionising UV emission
to SFR using the population synthesis models of Bruzual & Charlot (2001)
for Z = Z⊙, a Salpeter initial mass funtion, a mass ut-o of 100M⊙, and an
exponential derease of the SFR with time, with a time onstant τ = 5Gyr.
A seond exponential dust disk of grain massMdust - the seond dust disk
is assoiated with the young stellar population. This is needed to aount for
the observed submm emission from edge-on disk galaxies, whih annot be
reprodued by models ontaining only the old dust disk determined from the
optial images (Popesu et al. 2000b, Misioritis et al. 2001). It is onstrained
to have the same sale length and height as that of the young stellar disk.
This seond dust disk is assumed to be omposed of grains with the same
graphite/siliate and a−3.5 grain size distribution as for the old dust disk.
All the exponential disks for young and old stars and dust in the model are
trunated at three times the exponential sale length. Beause two disks of
dust are required for the model, we refer to it as to the two-dust-disk model.
The urrent star-formation rate (SFR) and mass of the seond dust disk
(Mdust) are the rst two primary free parameters of the model to determine
the FIR/submm radiation. They both relate to the smooth distribution of
stars and dust in the seond disk. A third primary parameter, F , is inluded
to aount for inhomogeneities in the distributions of dust and stars in the
young stellar disk. F is dened as the fration of non-ionising UV whih
is loally absorbed in HII regions around the massive stars. It determines
the additional likelyhood of absorbtion of non-ionising UV photons due to
autoorrelations between an inhomogeneous distribution of young stars and
parent moleular louds. Astrophysially, this arises beause at any partiular
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epoh some fration of the massive stars have not had time to esape the
viinity of their parent moleular louds. Thus, F is related to the ratio
between the distane a star travels in its lifetime due to it's random veloity
and the typial dimensions of star-formation omplexes.
3.3 Calulation of dust emission
The rst step in the alulation of the dust emission is to determine the ra-
diation energy density of the unabsorbed light versus wavelength from the
non-ionising UV to the near-IR for the diuse radiation eld. This is done
for trial values of the mass of dust in the seond dust disk MD by solving the
radiation transfer equation for the observed optial wavelengths and three
wavelengths in the non-ionising UV. (For edge on systems, MD is indepen-
dent of the dust mass in the old dust disk, whih is xed by the optial
observations). The atual energy density distribution an then be determined
for any trial ombination of SFR and F without a further radiation transfer
alulation. Both the olour and intensity of the radiation eld vary with
position in dierent ways aording to the ombination of SFR, MD and F .
The FIR/submm emission for eah ombination of SFR,MD and F is then
alulated for graphite and siliate grains of size a immersed in the radiation
eld at eah point of a grid of positions in the galaxy, inluding an expliit
treatment of stohasti emission. Subsequently we integrate over the entire
galaxy to obtain the FIR-submm SED of the diuse disk emission. Prior
to omparison with observed FIR-submm SEDs, an empirially determined
spetral template for the HII regions, saled aording to the value of F , must
be added to this alulated spetral distribution of diuse FIR emission.
Due to the preise onstraints on the distribution of stellar emissivity in
the optial-NIR and the distribution and opaity of dust in the old dust
disk yielded by the radiation transfer analysis of the highly resolved optial-
NIR images, oupled with the simple assumptions for the distribution of the
young stellar population and assoiated dust, our model has just three free
parameters - SFR, F andMdust. These fully determine the FIR-submm SED,
and allow a meaningful omparison with broad-band observational data in
the FIR/submm, where, in partiular for distant objets, typially only a few
spetral sample points for the spatially integrated emission are available. The
parameters are strongly oupled, but in general terms, Mdust is prinipally
onstrained by the submm emission, SFR × (1− F ) by the bolometri FIR-
submm output and the fator F (in the absene of high resolution images
and/or for edge-on systems) by the FIR olour.
4 Appliation to edge-on spiral galaxies
Modelling edge-on spiral galaxies has several advantages, mainly when inves-
tigating them in the optial band. One advantage is that, in this view of
a galaxy, one an easily separate the three main omponents of the galaxy
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(i.e., the stellar disk, the dust and the bulge). Another advantage is that
the dust is very prominently seen in the dust lane, and thus its salelength
and saleheight an be better onstrained. A third advantage is that many
details of a galaxy that are evident when the galaxy is seen fae-on (e.g., spi-
ral arms), are smeared out to a large degree when the galaxy is seen edge-on
(Misiriotis et al. 2000). Thus, a simple model with relatively few parameters
an be used for the distribution of stars and dust in the galaxy. However, in
edge-on galaxies it is very diult to see loalised soures (i.e., HII regions),
in whih the radiation an be loally absorbed and thus not ontribute to the
diuse radiation eld. Also, if the galaxy has a thin (young) stellar/dust disk,
highly obsured by the dust lane in the plane of the galaxy, then this disk
annot be inferred from observations in the optial/NIR spetral range. As
desribed in the previous setion, our model makes use of the information in
the FIR-submm regime to onstrain this problem.
We rst applied the above method to the well-known edge-on spiral galaxy
NGC 891. This is one of the most extensively observed edge-on galaxies in
the nearby universe, whih makes it ideal for a veriation of our modelling
tehnique. We have also extended our SED modelling tehnique to four addi-
tional edge-on systems - NGC 5907, NGC 4013, UGC 1082 and UGC 2048 -
with the aim of examining whether the features of the solution we obtained for
NGC 891 might be more generally appliable. In this setion we mainly show
and disuss the results for NGC 891, and only briey illustrate the solution
for NGC 5907.
The two-dust-disk model an suessfully t the shape of the SED for
both NGC 891 and NGC 5907. The best solution for NGC 891 (Fig. 1) has a
entral fae-on V-band optial thikness τ
f
V = 3.1 and a orresponding non-
ionising UV luminosity ∼ 8.2× 1036W. The luminosity of the diuse ompo-
nent is 4.07×1036W, whih aounts for 69% of the observed FIR luminosity,
and the luminosity of the HII omponent is 1.82× 1036W, making up the re-
maining 31% of the FIR luminosity. The best solution for NGC 5907 (Fig. 2)
has a entral fae-on optial depth in the optial band τv = 1.4. The total
FIR-submm re-radiated luminosity of NGC 5907, obtained by integrating the
two-dust-disk model SED, is 50.5× 1035W out of whih 27.0× 1035W is at-
tributed to heating from the young stellar population. Thus, about 40% of the
dust emission is powered by the old stellar population. The major dierene
between NGC 891 and NGC 5907, on the basis of the two-dust-disk model,
is that the spetrum of the former apparently allows for the existene of a
larger ontribution from HII regions (see Misiriotis et al. 2001 for a detailed
disussion) - F takes values of 0.22 and 0.10, respetively. Suh small values of
F are expeted for normal galaxies, in ontrast to starburst systems, where
the FIR/submm SEDs peak shortwards of 100µm, and one would antiipate
that F would be loser to unity.
In both ases most of the luminosity omes from the diuse omponent,
and the main heating soure is provided by the young stellar population. The
relative ontribution of optial and UV photons in heating the dust has been
a longstanding question in the literature. Sine we have a detailed alulation
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Figure 1: The predited SED of NGC 891 from the two-dust-disk model
with SFR = 3.8M⊙/yr, F = 0.22 and Mdust = 7 × 10
7M⊙ in the seond
disk of dust. LH panel: the intrinsi emitted stellar radiation (as would
have been observed in the absene of dust). RH panel: the re-radiated dust
emission, with diuse and HII omponents plotted as dashed and dotted lines,
respetively. The data (integrated over ±225′′ in longitude), are from Alton
et. al 1998 (at 60, 100, 450 & 850µm), Guélin et al. 1993 (at 1300µm) and
from Popesu et al. (2001) (at 170 & 200µm).
Figure 2: The predited SED of NGC 5907 from the two-dust-disk model
with SFR = 2.2M⊙/yr, F = 0.10 and Mdust = 4.5 × 10
7M⊙ in the seond
disk of dust. The legend is as in Fig. 1. The data are from Young et al. (1989)
(at 60 & 100µm), and from Dumke et al. (1997) (at 1200µm)
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Figure 3: The absolute ontribution of the three stellar omponents to the
FIR emission versus wavelength for the two-dust-disk model. Dashed-line:
diuse optial radiation (4000 − 22000Å); dashed-dotted line: diuse UV
radiation (912 − 4000Å); dotted-line: HII regions. The total predited FIR
SED is given by the solid line. The data points are as for Fig. 1.
Figure 4: The frational ontribution of the three stellar omponents to the
FIR emission versus wavelength for the two-dust-disk model. The legend is
as for Fig. 3 and the data points are as for Fig. 1.
of the absorbed energy over the whole spetral range and at eah position in
the galaxy, we an diretly alulate whih part of the emitted FIR luminos-
ity from eah volume element of the galaxy is due to the optial and NIR
photons, and whih part is due to the UV photons. In this way we an also
predit the ontribution of dierent stellar populations in heating the dust as
a funtion of FIR wavelength. Volume-integrated IR spetral omponents
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Figure 5: The averaged radial prole of NGC 891 at 850µm from the diuse
omponent of the two-dust-disk model, plotted with the solid line. The
prole is averaged over a bin width of 36′′, for a sampling of 3′′ and for a
beam width of 16′′, in the same way as the observed averaged radial prole
from Alton et al. (2000) (plotted with diamonds).
arising from re-radiated optial and UV light are presented in Figs. 3,4 for the
ase of NGC 891. We note that the diuse optial radiation eld makes only
a relatively small ontribution to the total emitted dust luminosity. This is in
qualitative agreement with various statistial inferenes linking FIR emission
with young stellar populations, in partiular the FIR-radio orrelation. Our
analysis predits the predominane of UV-powered grain emission even in the
submm range, whih, in turn, would predit a tighter FIR-radio orrelation
when the FIR luminosity integrated over the FIR-submm range is onsidered.
This predition has been reently onrmed by Popesu et al. (2002), us-
ing the new ISOPHOT observations of a omplete sample of late-type Virgo
luster galaxies (Tus et al. 2002).
A more stringent test of the model is to ompare its preditions for the
morphology of the dust emission with spatially resolved maps. Beause ob-
served radial proles were derived by Alton et al. (2000) using the SCUBA
observations at 850µm, we rst attempt to alulate the radial proles at
this wavelength and ompare it with the observations (Fig. 5), whih are
mainly sensitive to dust olumn density. We have found that in the ase of
the two-dust-disk model there is a very good agreement between the model
preditions and the observations, where the observed proles were mirrored
for ompatibility with the symmetry in our model. The predited radial pro-
le an be traed out to 300 arse radius (15 kp), as also deteted by the
SCUBA.
Reent deep observations of NGC 891 with the ISOPHOT instrument at
170 and 200µm (Popesu et al. 2001) oer a still stronger test of the model, as
the FIR emission here depends on the distribution of both stellar luminosity
and dust.
Simulated FIR maps were obtained using the atual pointing data to san
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Figure 6: a) Contour plot of the observed brightness distribution at 170µm.
The ontours are plotted from 10.7 to 230.0MJy/sr in steps of 12.2MJy/sr.
The grid indiates the atual measured sky positions sampled at 31 x 46
arse in the spaeraft oordinates Y and Z. b) Contour plot of the simulated
diuse brightness distribution at 170µm. The ontours are plotted from 10.4
to 239.7MJy/sr in steps of 10.4MJy/sr. ) Contour plot of the observed
minus simulated diuse brightness distribution at 170µm. The ontours are
plotted from 2.2 to 46.1MJy/sr in steps of 3.1MJy/sr. The unresolved soure
from the Northern side of the galaxy and the faint extended soure from the
Southern side aount for 8% of the total integrated ux density, in agreement
with our model predition for the FIR loalised soures at this wavelength.
d) The longitudinal prole (diamonds) observed by ISO at 170µm (Popesu
et al. 2001), with a ommon bin width and sampling interval of 18.4′′. North
is towards positive longitude. The solid line is the predition from the diuse
omponent of the two-dust-disk model and the dashed line the projeted
beam prole (FWHM 1.8 armin.)
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the diuse disk model. The model map was then onvolved with empirial
PSFs derived from point soure measurements. The omparison between the
observed map (Fig. 6a) and the simulated one (Fig. 6b) show a remarkable
agreement. To searh for small dierenes between the model and the obser-
vations, not detetable in the maps due to the high dynamial range of the
displayed data, we present in Fig. 6 the residual map of the dierene between
the observed and the simulated map. The main feature in the residuals is a lo-
alised, unresolved soure in the Northern side of the disk, with a peak of 46.1
MJy/sr. This loalised soure is probably a giant moleular loud omplex -
assoiated with one of the spiral arms, and not onsidered in the simulated
map, whih only inludes the diuse omponent of the model. At this FIR
wavelength our model predits a 11% ontribution from the star-forming om-
plexes. The integration of the unresolved soure gives a ux density of 9.4 Jy,
whih is 6% of the total integrated ux density. Furthermore a faint extended
soure is seen in the southern side of the galaxy, of 4.0 Jy integrated ux den-
sity. This makes another 2% of the total integrated emission. Thus the faint
loalised soures seen in the residual maps are in reasonable agreement with
the predition of our model, whih reassures us that the template used in our
model and saled aording to our model parameters, SFR and the F fator,
are indeed a good representation for the galaxy. Apart from the two soures,
a faint extended halo (at ∼ 1% brightness level) is seen extending at large
heights perpendiular to the disk. The interpretation of this halo omponent
is beyond the sope of this paper.
A nal omparison an be made between the projeted radial proles of
the simulated and observed maps. Due to the larger longitudinal overage of
the ISO data, whih embraes the outer, asymmetrial HI disk (Swaters et
al. 1997), this time we did not mirror the observed prole. Again, a very
good agreement between the model predition and the observed proles an
be seen in Fig. 6d for the Southern side of the galaxy. The loalised FIR
soure from the northern side of the residual map beomes prominent in the
radial proles as well. There also seems to be an exess of FIR emission at
radii larger than 300
′′
, not reprodued by our model. We interpret this result
as indiative of a dust disk larger than onsidered by our model, in whih all
dust disks are trunated at three sale lengths of the B-band stellar disk. A
ner grid of models with varying trunation of the sale length may be needed
to reprodue the faint FIR emission at large galatoentri radii.
5 The SFRs derived from SED modelling
To statistially evaluate our results for SFR, we ompare the SFR harater-
istis of the 5 edge-on galaxies modelled by us with the larger sample of 61
galaxies with inlinations less than 75 degrees whih were studied by Kenni-
utt (1998) on the basis of Hα measurements.
Fig. 7 depits the relation between the disk-averaged surfae density in
SFR (ΣSFR) as a funtion of the average gas surfae density (Σg) for the 5
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Figure 7: Disk-averaged SFR surfae density (ΣSFR) as a funtion of aver-
age gas surfae density (Σg) for our galaxy sample and for the sample of
Kenniutt (1998) of 61 normal disk galaxies with SFR determined from Hα
measurements. The 5 galaxies from our sample are plotted as lled irles
and the orresponding ΣSFR, Σ
min
SFR, Σ
max
SFR, Σg and disk areas are listed in
Table 3 of Misiriotis et al. (2001). The ΣSFR are derived from the errors in
the IRAS data, e.g. the upper and lower limits for the SFRs are alulated
suh that the predited SED is still onsistent with the IRAS olours (within
the 20% IRAS error bars). The SFR surfae densities were alulated by av-
eraging the SFRs over disks with an optially dened boundary (Ro) taken to
be 3 times the intrinsi radial salelength hs determined from the radiation
transfer modelling in the I band. The galaxies from the sample of Kenniutt
are plotted as open irles (Sb,S,SBb,SB), triangles (Sa), open squares (Un-
known/Not Available), rosses (Irr). The dotted, dashed and dot-dashed lines
represent star-formation eienies orresponding to onsumptions of 100, 10
and 1 perent of the gas mass in 10
8
yr.
galaxies. The upper and lower limits for the SFRs are alulated suh that
the predited SED is still onsistent with the IRAS olours (within the 20%
IRAS error bars). Lower error bars are not given when the plotted SFRs
represent lower limits for the SFR (maximum values for the fators F , see
disussion in Set. 3 of Misiriotis et al. 2001). In these ases lower limits
would be possible only if we allowed for dierent soures of unertainties,
like variations in the spetral shape of the template used for the HII regions.
However this is hard to quantify, and in the following we assume that the
errors of the SFR are given only by the unertainties in the IRAS data. The
plotted data are summarised in Table 3 of Misiriotis et al. (2001) and details
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on the alulations of the error bars and of the gas masses an be found in
the same paper. The horizontal error bar orresponds to the unertainty in
the gas masses for whih we adopted an average 0.2 dex error. The surfae
area of the disk was alulated for Ro = (3± 0.5)hd, where hd is the intrinsi
radial salelength determined from the radiation-transfer modelling in the I
band. In their analysis of surfae photometry of the outer regions of spiral
disks, Pohlen et al. (2000) show that the disk boundaries are typially in this
range.
The points for the 5 galaxies in Fig. 10 lie within the area of the diagram
oupied by the galaxies in the Kenniutt sample. The math is even better
for those members of the Kenniutt sample with Hubble types Sb to S. This
agreement is quite reassuring, bearing in mind the several fators whih ould
introdue a systemati dierene between the SFRs inferred for a sample
of nearly fae-on systems from Hα measurements ompared with the present
tehnique for edge-on systems based on an analysis of broad-band non-ionising
UV re-radiated in the FIR-submm range.
Firstly, the Hα analysis is sensitive to the most massive stars and in parti-
ular to the assumed mass ut of 100M⊙. Whereas the FIR-submm modelling
also assumes the same mass ut in the onversion of SFR to non-ionising
luminosity, our model is less sensitive to this eet.
Seondly, whereas the Hα is sensitive to the star-formation history of the
last 10
7
yr, our broad-band FIR-submm SED analysis samples approximately
the last 10
8
yr. Thus, our analysis is onsistent with the basi hypothesis (see
Kenniutt 1998) for normal spiral galaxies of a steady star-formation ativ-
ity. In priniple, we ould extend our analysis based on our determinations of
the intrinsi populations and use the determined intrinsi olours to determine
more aurately the SFR history of the galaxies.
The assumption of a steady-state star-formation rate is also broadly on-
sistent with the timesales for the exhaustion of the urrent gas supply under
the derived SFRs. The dotted, dashed and dot-dashed lines in Fig. 10 repre-
sent star-formation eienies orresponding to onsumptions of 100, 10 and
1 perent of the gas mass in 10
8
yr.
Thirdly, the SFRs derived from Hα were orreted by a single fator for
extintion, despite the varying orientations. As well as possibly aeting the
vertial position of the galaxies on the plot, this may indue some satter,
espeially if all the dust were diusely distributed. The systemati eet may
be expressed in terms of the fator F : an overestimation of the fator F is
equivalent to an overestimation of the loal extintion in the star-formation
regions (statistially averaged over the population of HII regions in a disk).
Thus, while moving to higher fators F would move the points for the 5
galaxies towards lower SFRs, it would have the opposite eet for the SFRs
determined from the Hα.
Lastly, we remark that NGC 891 does not appear as an exeptional system
ompared with the other 4 galaxies in our sample (and with Kenniutt's [1998℄
normal galaxy sample) on the basis of SFR normalised to disk area. Our work
thus provides no evidene that this galaxy's exeptional layer of extraplanar
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Hα-emitting diuse ionising gas (e.g. Hoopes et al. 1999) and surrounding X-
ray-emitting hot gas (e.g. Bregman & Houk 1997) is attributable to unusual
star-formation ativity.
6 Disussion and Outlook
We have desribed a two-dust-disk model whih an suessfully aount
for the observed optial-FIR/submm harateristis of normal edge-on spi-
ral galaxies in terms of three fundamental parameters - the SFR, F - the
fration of non-ionising UV absorbed loally in HII regions, and Mdust - the
mass of a seond dust disk assoiated with the young stellar population. We
found these parameters to play the key role in determining the amplitude and
shape of the FIR-submm SED in galaxies. Some other parameters were given
larger attention in the literature, like for example lumpiness, dierent grain
populations, metalliity.
Clumpiness has been extensively disussed by Witt & Gordon (1996, 2000)
and used by Gordon et al. (2001) and Matthews & Wood (2001). However,
the lumpiness in the interstellar medium is diult to relate to observations.
For example the optial properties of grains in louds and fundamental pa-
rameters suh as loud size and density ontrast are poorly known. Beause
of suh unertainties in the parameterisation of lumpy media, our model
does not expliitly inorporate lumps, though our radiative transfer ode
an treat any arbitrary distribution of emitters and absorbers. However, our
model onsiders impliitly the lumpy distribution in form of the spetral tem-
plate used for the star-forming omplexes. Thus, our model does not inlude
lumps that are not assoiated with stellar soures, the so alled quiesent
louds, but does inlude louds assoiated with star-forming regions. As dis-
ussed by Popesu et al. (2000), the quiesent lumps must be optially thik
to the diuse UV/optial radiation eld in the disk to have an impat on
the predited submm emission. They would then radiate at predominantly
longer wavelengths than the diuse disk emission in the FIR/submm spe-
tral range. One an speulate that suh optially thik quiesent louds
ould be physially identied with partially or wholly ollapsed louds that,
for lak of a trigger, have not (yet) begun to form stars. However, due to
the lak of intrinsi soures, a very substantial mass of dust would have to
be assoiated with the quiesent louds to aount for a substantial hange
in the submm SED of galaxies. On the other hand, there may be also dark
louds assoiated with star-forming omplexes. In the Milky Way HII regions
around newly born massive stars are ommonly seen in juxtaposition to par-
ent moleular louds (e.g., M17). This is thought to be a onsequene of the
fragmentation of the louds due to mehanial energy input from the winds
of the massive stars. Thus, warm dust emission from loud surfaes diretly
illuminated by massive stars an be seen along a fration of the lines of sight,
together with old submm dust emission from the interior of the assoiated
optially thik loud fragments. These dense lumps (with or without asso-
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iated soures) may ontribute to the submm emission, and thus supplement
the ontribution of ompat HII regions. Our template for loalised soures
was suessful in reproduing the FIR-submm surfae brightness distribution
for the prototypial galaxy NGC 891. However, modelling of more galax-
ies may be needed to hek whether our template is a good representation
for loalised soures, or whether it needs to be supplemented with a submm
old omponent of dark louds. More detailed FIR-submm observations of
star-forming omplexes may also help in improving our HII-region templates.
Dierent dust populations an produe dierent types of extintion urves
and hange the olour of the FIR SED. Our model used the Laor & Draine
(1993) siliate/graphite mix, ompatible with a Milky Way extintion law.
Our hoie was based on the agreement between our model extintion urve
and the empirial extintion law derived for the studied galaxies independently
by Xilouris et al. (1997, 1998, 1999) via the radiative transfer modelling of
the optial images. In the ase that dierent galaxies would require dierent
extintion laws, we would adopt a dierent dust model (hemial omposition,
grain size distribution).
Finally the metalliity was xed in our model to be the solar metalliity.
Again, this hoie was onrmed by the agreement in the extintion urves.
A dierent metalliity may also aet the redistribution of the UV photons
with UV wavelengths, as given by the stellar population synthesis models.
In the SED model presented here we did not onsider any interations
or eets of inows/outows in galaxies. Observationally there is however
inreased evidene for Hα extraplanar emission in galaxies (e.g. Hoopes et
al. 1999, Howk & Savage 2000), of X-ray (e.g. Bregman & Houk 1997) and
radio halos (e.g. Allen et al. 1978), of galati (starburst-driven) winds (e.g.
Hekman et al. 2000) or for enhaned FIR emission in interating/merging
systems (e.g. Sanders et al. 1998). A disussion of the possible ontamination
of the FIR disk emission from an extraplanar omponent has been qualita-
tively disussed in Popesu et al. (2000b). Moreover, the eet of the luster
environment an also aet the morphology of both stellar and dust distribu-
tion, or an produe even more dramati eets, for example by sweeping the
gas and dust material and produing tail-like ompanions with ollisionally
heated grains visible in the FIR. As noted by Popesu et al. (2000a), the FIR
ux density of the transient IR emission from the dust trail is predited to
rival that of the photon-heated dust in the galati disk, and, despite the dif-
ferene in heating mehanism, have similar olours (with a spetral peak in the
100-200µm range). This, ombined with removal of dust from the disk, and
hene redued internal extintion, will reate a disrete system with brighter
apparent blue magnitudes and a boosted spatially integrated IR ux density.
If seen in a distant luster, where the intraluster IR omponent ould not be
resolved from the disk omponent, this ould reate the illusion of a galaxy
with an enhaned star-formation ativity, even though the star-formation in
the galaxy may atually be somewhat suppressed by the gas removal in reality.
Our model has been applied only to edge-on galaxies, where the sale
heights of the old stellar population and old dust disk an be diretly deter-
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mined. However, our model will also be appliable to fae-on systems where
the sale heights annot be so diretly determined, making use of UV data as
an additional onstraint. Although our model requires resolved optial/NIR
images to onstrain the old stellar population and assoiated dust, it relies on
geometry-sensitive olour information in the FIR/submm to onstrain the spa-
tial distributions of young stars and assoiated dust. The model will therefore
be appliable to studies of osmologially distant normal galaxies, whih,
though detetable, will be unresolved with forthoming generations of spae-
borne FIR observatories. It is to be expeted that the optial-FIR-submm
SEDs of these objets will dier systematially from their loal universe oun-
terparts, not only due to the presene of younger stellar populations, but also,
for example, beause of evolution of stellar disk thiknesses and hanges in
the dust abundane and omposition.
SED modelling from UV to submm has an important appliation to in-
terpretation of the osmologial FIR bakground radiation in terms of on-
stituent galaxies. This partiularly applies to the possible ontribution from
normal galaxies in the early universe, sine these are too faint to be observed
diretly. The development of SED models inorporating a self onsistent phys-
ial theory for the evolution of these systems may ultimately be needed for
this appliation.
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